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Let I/ be an a~lalytic subset of a domain U' c C"' of pure dimension n ,  
and let p E Sg V, the singular locus of V, be such that near p, SgV is an 
n - 1 manifold. We may select coordinates (xi), defined in a neighborhood 
U c U'  of p in C", such that p becotnes the origin and Sg V n  U = 
{ x ~ U : x , = O f o r  iz 1 1 ) .  F o r q ~ S g V n U s e t  K,= [ x E V ~ U : X ~ = ~ ~  
for i < n ) .  The (x,) may be chosen so that V, has dimension one. If this 
is the case we say that (x,) is adapted to Vat p .  Each of the I/;, can be re- 
solved by a sequence of local quadratic transformations; however, the 
series may vary greatly with q . The idea of resolution via local quadratic 
transformations can be extended from the one-dimensioilal case to varieties 
such as V. (See Definitions 1 and 2 below.) 111 [I] Zariski showed that if 
Vis a l~ypersurface then the existence of a resolution for Vvia local quad- 
ratic transformations is one of a number of equivalent criteria for V to 
be equisi~lg~~lar along Sg Vat  p .  Such a resolution will indllce resolutions 
of the K1 and, in the hypersurface case, these resolutions are essentially 
the same. In [2]  a generalization of Zariski's results to varieties of higher 
embedding dimension was begun, and three types of equising~rlarity were 
defined: weak, strong, and residual. Each type generalized a part of Zariski's 
results, residual equisingularity generalizing those parts of Zariski's res~llts 
which were concerned with the resolutio~l of V. The purpose of this note 
is to extend the results of [83 on residual eqtlisingularity. We have three 
main results. First we show that if V is residually equisingular at p then V 
is weakly equisingular at p. This allows us to obtain V as the image of a 
particularly simple type of holomorphic rnap from a polydisk, and so 
to show that near a weakly equisingular point p E Sg V, (y E Sg V: V is not 
residually equisingular at q) is contained in proper analytic subset A c Sg V. 
In [ I ]  the similarity of the resol~ttions of the y, was expressed by the pro- 
perty of tangential stability (see Definitiorl 4 below). We show below that 
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if V is residually equisingular at p then there is a resolution of V which 
induces tangent~ally stable resoIutions for (Vo). 
Finally we explore the relations between 'the various types of equisi~l- 
gularity. In [Z] we show that strong implies weak. Residual also implies 
weak as noted above. Our third result is a pair of examples which show 
that even in the irreducible case strong and residual equising~~larity are 
co~npletely independent notions; in general neither implies the other. 
In [4]  Zariski describes his stt~dy of equisingularity for hypersurfaces 
as a first step in a search for a general equisingular stratification. Our 
results indicate that, i t 1  general, there are a number of ditferer~t choices 
for the strata in codimension 1 .  
$1. Let V, U and p E Sg V be as above, and let (st) be coordinates 
adapted to V near p. For such coordinates we define three types of maps. 
Let W be an  open subset of U .  
i) R : W + U b y R ( x ) = ( x , ; . . , x , , , x  ,,,, - r , (x , ; -~ ,~ ,~) ; -~ ,x , , , -  
- j*"l-,,(xl, .-.,x,,)). 
ii) S: W-+ U by S(x) = (x, , . . . ,x  ,,-,, s,(x),..-,s ,,-,, (s)) 
S,(X) = C aijxj, aij F C and rk(aij) = 177 - 17 
j = , t  
iii) T: W - ,  U by T(x) = (x,;.-,.~,,,x,,, ,,h',,,.-.,x,,, . .v,,). 
Definition 1. A connected sequei7ce of' local qunclrntic tr.a~~sfori?tatonr 
is a set of maps F j :  Wj -+ WjL,,j = 1 ,  ..., I ,  sucl~ that 
a) F = F, o -.+ o F, is well defined. 
b) On each component Wj,, of AS,Fj is of type i), ii),  or iii). 
C) If Fj(W,-,,,) n Fj(Wj,,z) is not empty then Fj 1 yskr and F j  1 W,,k, 
are of the same type. 
Suppose that a connected sequence of quadratic transformations is 
given and V c image F. Set F, = F, o o Fj for f 5 j 5 1 and set 
Vj = ~f '(v). (Of course if a type iii map occurs we take only those corn- 
ponents of the inverse image which lie outside (x EC": x,, = 0) .) 
Definition 2. V is ~.esidually equisingulat~ at p E Sg V if there is a 
collnected sequence of quadratic transformations sclch that 
a) F I V, is a resol~~tion of p in a neighborhood of p .  
b) F-'(Sg V) is a manifold and F restricted to each componellt of 
F -'(Sg V) is biholomorphic. 
c) For all j each component of Vj is either a manifold or is singular 
a t  every point of F;'(s~V) which it contains. 
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resentatives for the irreducible branches of Vat p 
5, be the Whitney tangent cones to V a t  p. (For  
weakly equisingular at p E Sg V if 
V , , n  V,, = SgVnear p .  
osition 1. If V is residually equisingular at p E Sg V tjlen V is 
equisingular at p .  
. First consider the case when 1 = 1 and V is irreducible a t  p. 
s case F = F ,  can be assumed to be of type iii. F I V ,  has a weakly 
phic inverse whicl~ extends to p so I ? - ' ( ~ )  consists of a single 
. Let (e,) c T ( C m , q )  be the basis associated with (xi). From 2b 
ediate that for each i ,  1 $ i 5 12 - 1 ,  we have ei E T(V, ,  q). Ob- 
at if u = (u,, ..., v , , , ) ~  T ( V l , q )  then u, = 0, for if not F,(q) would 
nk n and V wowld be nonsing~tlar at p. Thus there is u E T ( V l ,  p) 
, # 0 for some i > n . Suppose v,,, # 0. The projection 
, . . . , x,,- x,+ restricted to a neighborhood of q in V, will be bi- 
ic. We write its inverse as follows, G(y)  = (y,,...,y ,,-,, g , ( ~ ) ,  ..., 
. Set G-'(q)  = r. Notice that the projection y -+ ( y , ,  . . a ,  y,,-,) 
d to a neighborhood of I. in (F o G)-'(Sg V )  maps that neighbor- 
olomorphically onto a neighborhood of 0 in Cn-' . Thus, com- 
with a change of coordinates H of the form H ( y )  = ( y , ,  as., y,,-,, 
.-., y,-,)), we may assu~ne ( F  o G)-'(Sg V )  c { y  E C": y, = 0). 
nge of coordinates does not aRect the form of G as given above, 
have g ,  1 { y  E C": y,, = O j  - 0. At any point r' of the domain of 
cobian of F o G has the following block form; 
Here I n - ,  is the ( n  - I )  x ( n  - 1) identity matrix. Let (6,) be the basis for 
T(C1',r) associated with (y,).  C,(V,p) is the fiber over p of the closure 
of the tangent bundle T ( V  - Sg V )  in T(Cm).  Let p' E V - Sg V and 
r' = (F o G)-'(p'). Since F is a resol~~tion of V, F o G is biholomorphic 
near I.' and the vectors ui(p l )  = (F o G),(rl) (6,) span (T(V,  p').  Notice that 
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for i < n , u,(p) = limp,,, ui(pl) = e, + CjLz g,(r)(a/ayigl)(r)e,,+ j -  ,. Let 
u(pl) = C ai(pl)u,(p') be a sequence of vectors such that u(p) = lim,,,,~(~') 
determines an element of C4(V,p). Since n,,(p')u,,(p') has its first a - 1 
coordinates equal to zero, we see from the above that for i < n ,  ai(p) ,)= 
lim,,,,a,(p') must exist and u(p) = C i ~ r l n i ( p ~ t ~ , ( p )  f I i~n~,- ,~a,~(p ' ) t~~,(p ' )  
so the final limit must also exist. 
so we have 
finite, since g ,  I {y E C": jl,, = 0) = 0 .  It follows immediately that 
a,,(p)u,,(p) = &(p) [e,, f C gJ(r)e,, j -  ,I. Thus we have exhibi tcd 
C,(V,p) explicitly as an 11-plane. Since V has only one component. 3b 
is vacuous and this case is complete. 
Next we consider the case when V is irreducible at p but I > I .  As above 
set q j  = ~ J l ( p ) .  We may assiime that F, is of type iii, that y, E {x E CHI: 
x, = 01, and that Vl-, is singular at r,,- ,. F,J_',(sg V) is an n - t manifold 
near q le l  and VlVl nl~tst be singi~lar at every point of it. Since F, is of 
type iii this means that F,' ,(Sg V) = [x E C"': x i  = 0 for i 2_ n) = Sg V,-, 
near q,- ,. F,: V, -, V,-, is a resolution of the type considered above so 
we may assume that the projection x -+ (s,, ..., x,,) is transverse to 
C4(I/,- ,, q l - J .  V,-I is clearly irreducible at q,- so from [:I wc know that 
this projection can be used to construct a Puiseux series nornxilization for 
I/,-, at q L U l ,  that is, if we replace V,-, by a suitable neighborhood of y,-I 
then we can find a polydisk D c C" centered at 0 ,  and a holomorpl~ic 
homeon~orpl~ism f :  D -t Vl-, such that 
Now we continue working back toward V. Suppose E j ,  j ,  < j < I, are all 
of type i or ii but Fj, is of type i i i .  Set g = Fjo  ,, .i ... o F, - ,  , then we 
have 
We claim that go(!!) = yz . g,(y) near 0, where a is a n  integer greater 
than 2 and j(0) # 0. S~~ppose  not. The set X =  ED: go(y) = 0) is an 
analytic set of pure dimension n -1 .  Let Y denote a component of ?( 
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an D' = ( Y E  D: y, = 0). Since F: Vr -, V is a reso- 
we must have F: - F-'(Sg V) -+ V - Sg V biholomorphic. From 
it is easy to see, by downward induction, that for each j, Fj: 6 
- F~;?,(S~ V) is biholomorphic so Fjo o g :  D - D' -+ 
(SgV) is also biholomorphic. Now it is clear that 
(ygD:yi  = 0 for i < n }  = (0) so the map n : Y + D  defined by 
y,,..., y,,-,) gives a branched covering. Again using the fact that 
gl D - D' is biholomorphic we see that n must be of degree 1 so, 
e nullstellensatz, go must be divisible by a function of the form 
cc(yl, ..., y,- ,)),. Observe that there can only be one such component 
if there were two then Fj,o gl D - D' would not be one-to-one. 
suppose that D' c X , then Y U D' c (Fjo o g)-l(~,o(Sg V) = 
v-,) = D' so we again come to a contradiction. Finally if Y is 
ly component of X then since rk(Fjoo g),(O) < n  we must have 
but this would give rk(Fjo o g), < n at every point of Y. Thus we 
ibility is that X = D' and so, again by the nullstellen- 
must have the desired form. We may now calculate C4(Vjo- ,, qjo-L) 
as above, and show it is an n-plane. By repeating this argument 
sary we can eventually show that C4(V, p) is an n-plane. Since 3b 
acuous we are finished with this case. 
ly let us consider the general case when V is reducible at p .  First 
that each component Vk of V will have a resolution as above, 
e C,(V,p) = UkC4(Vk,p) we need only check that the branches 
t properly. Each V, gives rise to a separate connected component 
see that the only way the images of two components 
to intersect is if both are subjected t o  a type iii map. In this case 
1 intersect in a neighborhood of the origin in 
2 n } .  Using this observation at each stage of the 
see that 3b must hold, so the proof is complete. 
e Sg V be such that Vis weakly equisingular at p. We wish to describe 
of points q E Sg V near p such that V is not residually equisingular 
s above we know that we can select coordinates (xi) adapted to V 
d representatives Vk for the irreducible components of the germ of 
defined in some neighborhood U of p ,  such that each component 
eux series normalization fk: D -+ V,. (The construction in [2] 
all fk may be assumed to have the same domain.)To fix notation 
~ L ( Y )  = (YI, 7 + 4 , ~ n - ~ , ~ ~ f ~ , k ( ~ ) ,  ...,f,-,,, (y) . Let K be the 
eromorphic functions on D'. We may view y,Y: f, ,,, ..- as elements 
1. If (go, ..-,g,,-,) are elements of K[[y,,]], the inverse of a map 
or ii corresponds to an  arithmetic operation on (go,+--,g,-,) 
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giving rise to a new m - n + 1-tuple. The inverse of a type iii map will do 
the same thing if ord go = minordgi. If F is a map whose inverse defines 
an operation on (g,) we write F": (9,) -t (g,). If (gIpj), (g,,,) are two m- n f 1- 
tuples of elements of K[[y,]] ,  we may write g,,i = C ,g:,iyi and similarly 
for g,,,. We say that (~3,~~) and (Q,,~) intersect formally at p if for all i 
0 0 91,i = 92.i. 
Proposition 2. ( q  E Sg V n U: V is not residually equisingular at q} 
is contained in a proper analytic subset A c Sg V U U .  
Proof. We begin by constructing a sequence of operations on the last 
rn - rz i- 1 terms of each f, which is analogous to a resolution of V. We 
wiIl write (, f,,,) i = 0,  m - 11 for the m - 11 + 1-tuple obtained from 
(y?, f,,,, ..., f,,-,,,) after the first I operations. We begin by dividing repeat- 
edly by y,, until ord ,fi,, < v, for some i, lc. Now there are two possibilities. 
If ord,fi,, = 0 ,  we partition the set of (,fi,,), grouping together those that 
intersect formally at p .  Using a type i map on each group we may assume 
that minord,,, j;,, > 0 .  Next using a type ii map on each group we may 
assume in addition that ord,,, for, =( mini ,,,f;.,, for all k. Now we can 
apply a type iii map to continue our sequence of divisions. At this stage 
we may introduce meromorphic coefficients by dividing by the leading 
coefficient of ,, f,,, . We may continue this until for some N we have 
min,ord Nfi,k = 1 for all k. A can now be described as a union of two sets. 
A,: the zeros and poles of the leading coefficient of any ,J;:,,, with
ord,fi,,;, = min,ord,fi,, . 
A,: the zero and poles of ,f; .,,2 - ,j; .,,, for all 1, i ,  k,, k, for which the 
function is not zero in K .  
By removing A, we remove all the points where the maps , fi,, have mero- 
morphic coefficients. In fact, if we restrict attention to a neighborhood of 
q E Sg V n U - A , ,  then for each of the images I/,,, of the maps y ,  
(yr, ..a,Y,,- 1 ,  ,fn,,(y), ,fm-,$+ l,,(y)) are weakly equisingular analytic sets. 
Since we used the same operations on all (, f,,,) which intersected formally 
at p, it is easy to see the maps F,,, whose inverses defined our operations 
give a resolution near any q E SgV n U - (Al u A2)  This completes the 
proof. 
Now let us return to the case when V is residuaIIy equisingular at p. 
Let (xi) be coordinates with respect to which a resolution is defined and 
Vq= ( x , U : x i = q i  for i < n )  for q g S g V n U .  Set V k j q = K n V q .  
From the proof of Proposition 1 it is easy to see that (Vk,,) are the global 
branches of V,. By restriction a resolution of V will determine a resolution 
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of each V,. We denote by ,V, (resp. ,V,,,) the inverse image of V, (resp. 
vktq) under FL. For each 1 (,V,,,) continue to be the global branches of V,. 
~ef ini t ion 4. For q,, q, E Sg V n U a bijective map S: (V,,,,) + (V,,,,) 
is tangentially stable if 
a) VkBql and S(V,,,,) have the same multiplicity a t  t, and t ,  respectively. 
b) For all k,, k, we have C3(V, ,,,,, q,) = C3(V, ,,,,, q,) if and only if 
c~(S(&,,~,), q2) C3(S(v!~141)> q2). 
There is a natural map S to consider, S(V,,,,) = V,,,,. This map extends 
to (s,) via S,(,V,,,,) = 1Vk,q2. It is easy to see from the proof of Proposition 1 
that all the maps S, satisfy condition 3a. The multiplicity can be computed 
directly from the normalizations constructed in that proof. Further the 
maps S, respect the division of V, into connected components, and restrict- 
ing to a given component we get maps satisfying 4b. The proof of this last 
fact is contained in the following lemma, since at every stage ,V is always 
weakly equisingular. 
Lemma 5. If V is weakly equisingular at p, then for q,, q, E: Sg V nenr 
p we have C3(vkl,q,,ql) = C d ~ , . , , , q t )  $ and only if C3(V,,,,,,q2) = 
C3(q2,,,, 42) ' 
Proof. By direct calculation, using the Puiseux series normalizatioll 
for I/, one sees that the two'equalities mean, respectively, that the quadratic 
transforms of V, and Vk, meet at t ,  or t,. Since the connected components 
of the transform of V are weakly equisingular we must have either both 
intersections or neither. This completes the proof. 
efkition 6. Let p E Sg V be such that Sg V is an n - l manifold near p. 
say that Vis strongly equisingular along Sg Vat p if dim C,(V,p) = n +  1 
dim C,(V, p) = n . 
rom [4] we know that { x ~ S g V n  U:dimC,(V,x)>n+l)  is an 
ytic subset of codimellsion >= 1. As we mentioned in the introduction, 
such description is known for { x  E Sg V n U: V is not residually equi- 
Exarnple 1 : A variety which is residually but not strongly equisingular 
at (0). Define f:cZ--+c4 by f(yl,yz) = ( Y I , Y , ~ , Y ~  + Y ~ , Y ~ , Y ~ ~ )  and set 
V = f(C2). f is proper so V is an analytic set. It is easy to check that 
f: CZ -+ Vl gives a Puiseux series normalization of V and so V is weakly 
equisingular at every point of Sg V = {x E C 4 :  xi  = 0 for i 5 2). (AS in [3] 
we get C,(V,, 0) = {x E C": xi = 0 for i > 2) by direct computation.) 
Definef,: C2 + c4 b ~ f i ( ~ l , y z ) = ( ~ 1 , ~ 2 6 , ~ Z  + Y~Y;,Y;) andset Vl =f,tc2). 
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V is the image of Vl under a, type iii map. Restrict the domain of (f,) 
to a neighborhood N disjoint from {y E c2: ylyz  = -1)  and replace 
V, V,  by f (N) ,  f,(N). Projection on (x1,x3)  represents Vl as a branched 
cover of a domain D in C 2 ,  branching along ( ( x1 , x3 )  ED: x3 = 0).  AS 
in [ 3 ]  a simple covering space argument shows that by changing coordi- 
nates in N we can bring f ,  into the form 
Using this form of fl it is clear that Vis residually equisingular at 0. Finally 
we want to show C,(V,O) = C 4 .  Select a ,  /I, y E C  and set 
For y2 small, ( y l , p2 )  and ( j 1 , j 2 )  will be in N. Further, if we write the 
coordinate functions of f ( j l , j 2 )  -j '(yl,  y,) as power series in y2 they will 
have Ieading terms y;3, -6cty13, -2yyi3,  -2t13). Using this i t  
is immediate from the definition of C, that 
for any (oc,p, y) .  Thus V is not strongly equisingular at 0. 
Example 2. A variety which is strongly but not residually equisingular 
at (0). Define f:c2--, c 4 b y  f ( y l , y 2 )  = ( y l ,  y:,yl, y Iy : )  and set V= f ( c 2 ) .  
As above f  is a Puiseux series normalization and V is weakly equisingular 
at every point of Sg V = ( x  € C 4 :  x1  = 0 for i )= 2). We wish to show 
that C,(V, 0)  n { x  E C4:  x4 = 0 )  = (0) for this will imply dim C5(V, 0) = 3 
and therefore that V is strongly equisingular at 0. Let z be any fifth root 
of unity. From the results of section 3 of [Z] it follows that it is sufficient 
to check that for y2 # 0 we have 
and this is clearly the case. 
Finally, we wish to show that V is not residually equisingular at 0, Sup- 
pose on the contrary, that a resolution of the required type exists, then as 
in the proof of Proposition 1, we could construct a map g :  D -t V which 
is the composite of a nonsingular map with maps of type i, ii, and iii. Here 
D is a polydisk in G2 centered at  0. Since f  and g normalize Vnear 0 there 
is a biholomorphic map h of D into C2 such that f  o h = g. Clearly it 
must be of the form h(y) = (y,,cy2 + higher order terms in y,), so the 
power series expansion of the third coefficient function begins with 
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c l y l y ~ .  However it is easy to see that no such function could occur in a 
map constructed as in the proof of Proposition 1. This is a simpIe power 
calculation whose details we leave to the reader. 
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